volvo connect
YOUR DIGITAL HOME FOR A MORE PROFITABLE TRANSPORT OPERATION

Volvo Connect

Simplifying
your daily
operation
Whether you drive your own truck or manage a fleet of them, now you
can connect critical aspects of your business in ways never before possible.
At one place. With one log in, one view. Think of Volvo Connect as your
digital home for a more profitable transport operation.

Ready for your digital future
Digitalisation is changing the way people live and work,
and the transport industry is no exception. With this rapid
transformation in mind, we have developed Volvo Connect
as a long-term solution. Our aim is clear: to keep you and
your operation at the digital forefront.

By gathering important services and applications in one
online interface, Volvo Connect will simplify your daily
life. It is designed to support all aspects of your operation
– from transport management and maintenance planning
to administration and legal compliance.

Easy to get started
Volvo Connect includes a marketplace where you can
subscribe to a growing number of services from Volvo and
partners. You can also adapt the Volvo Connect interface
so that the information and services most relevant to you
are quickly and easily accessible.

Volvo Connect is available free of
charge. But it’s how you fill it and use
it that makes the difference. You
subscribe to the services you want
and that add value to your operation.
Contact your Volvo dealer for more
information.

Everything that matters
– in one view
By bringing your business together, Volvo Connect saves time,
eliminates hassle and gives you a clearer understanding of the
things that matter. Helping you to prepare, plan and continuously
improve. This way you can take truck uptime, efficiency and
productivity to new heights.
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Your
assets

Get the control and peace of mind that comes with
knowing your trucks are in good condition and available
for work. You can get an overview of the vehicle status of
your fleet, wherever you are, with one click. Notifications
and warnings give you time to prepare and plan.
You can also find the service schedule and the repair and
maintenance history for your vehicles. Helping you to secure
the best possible maintenance planning to reduce unplanned
stops and keep your trucks moving.

For mixed fleets, too
Volvo Connect also makes it possible to
integrate data from external systems and
utilise data from vehicles – regardless
of make .
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Your
activities

See the big picture in detail for a smoother, more
coordinated and productive operation. Volvo Connect
makes your work easier – from planning routes to
managing driving and resting times. It gives you the
location of your trucks so that you can track progress.
Dispatchers and drivers can stay in contact, sharing
information about traffic queues and quickest way to the
destination, for example. All of this so that you are better
prepared to optimise truck loads and get more transport
tasks done.

Your
insights

Get information that empowers you and helps keep
your operation at the forefront. With Volvo Connect, you
can easily access reports that analyse the performance of
your fleet and drivers. Giving you knowledge and insight

into vital aspects of your business, like driver performance,
fuel efficiency and environmental impact. Showing you
where improvements can be made and providing
recommendations on how to make it happen.

Putting you in control
Volvo Connect is designed to empower you. Giving you
access to industry-leading services and functions when,
where and how you need them. It’s that simple.

Your dashboard. Think of Volvo Connect as your
control center. It’s personalised dashboard provides
an overview of the information and services most
important to you.

On the go or at your desk. You can
easily access and use Volvo Connect
from a complete range of smart
devices and screen sizes. Making it
available when and where you need it.
One log-in, one view. Always.

Designed to simplify
Volvo Connect is clean and intuitive, making it easy to
navigate. Get an overview of the information and services
most important to you as soon as you log in. Access
what you need, perhaps more detailed information in a
click or two.

Role-based access
Everybody can benefit from using
Volvo Connect – from truck owners,
fleet managers to drivers, dispatchers
and administrators. After logging in,
users will have a role-based access to
the services, functions, information
and news most relevant to them.
Keeping things focused on what’s
most important. Making every day
easier, smarter and smoother – for
everybody.

Tailored to you
Volvo Connect is highly flexible – making it easily tailored
to individual needs and preferences. You decide how you
want to view and arrange things. You can configure
reports, for example, based on the parameters you want
to see. It’s up to you – as you like it.
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Adding data and functionality in layers makes decision-making easier and improves efficiency.
01/ Transport mission data 02/ Map data 03/ Vehicle data

Layers of functionality
Volvo Connect integrates many different services and functions
in a dynamic, combined view. By opening the Maps tool, for
example, you can access the functionality and data provided
by several services, like Positioning and Fuel and Environment
Reports, as well as partner services for trailers, documents
handling and more in the future.

Supporting your entire operation
Open up a world of services and functions with our state-of-the-art digital tools.
Here’s what is currently available. And this is just the beginning.

Maps

Assets

Reports

With a clean, clear view, you can easily monitor
the position of your vehicles. Pop-up windows
and info boxes provide additional, deeper
information, such as vehicle status, alerts and
driver times.

Get an instant overview of the status of your
entire fleet and, with a click, the current
status of each asset in real time.

Intelligent, easy to use reports, easily tailored
to your needs and preferences. Gathers and
analyses vehicle and driver data. Shows where
fuel savings can be made to reduce costs and
CO2 emissions. Tracks critical safety indicators.

/ Real time vehicle & trailer positions

/ Tyre pressure monitoring

/ Fuel efficiency report

/ Traffic and road information

/ Real time status of your vehicles

/ Performance report

/ Fuel levels and distance to empty

/ Alerts, warnings and notifications

/ Environmental report

/ Detailed information about your assets

/ Historical positions and trips

/ Safety report

/ Point of interests

/ Customised reports

/ Route planning
/ Geofencing

Driver activity

Calendar

Workshop history

Simplifies planning by providing precise
information and recommendations regarding
driver activities. Gives a list of your drivers,
including their current activity and remaining
allowable driving time. Makes it simple to
know when each driver is due for a break,
daily rest or weekly rest.

Get a quick and easy overview of planned/
booked service & repair occasions for your
trucks. You can also add your own events
for other vehicle/asset-related activities.

Provides a repair history overview and details
about what has been done on each vehicle by
your Volvo workshop.

/ Tachograph download

/ C onfirmed booking from your
Volvo Trucks workshop

/ Infringement reports
/ Drivertime forecast
/ Activity reports

/ Next planned service according to
service and maintenance schedule

/ Manage vehicle availability

/ Repair and maintenance information

A lot to look forward to
Marketplace
With Volvo Connect, you can pick and choose the
services you need. The Marketplace, easily accessed at
your Volvo Connect dashboard, presents digital services
from both Volvo Trucks and selected partners.
Over time you will be able to order and activate services
from an ever-growing range – right here.

“

By combining connectivity and
data analytics, we’re opening
up new opportunities to support
our customers. And that’s what
Volvo Connect is all about.
K ARIN FALK, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
SERVICES & CUSTOMER QUALIT Y

Developer portal
Volvo Connect follows an increasingly accepted norm
of openness and transparency. The Developer Portal is
a good example. It helps ensure that Volvo Connect will
continue to get better and better as we move into the
future. Welcoming and enabling new, innovative services
developed by selected specialist partners and others.

Grows with you
Develop your business with a dynamic interface that
grows with you. Volvo Connect today gives you important
services that help you to more effectively run and develop

your business. Yet this is just the start. You can look
forward to new digital services down the road that keep
your business on the leading edge.

The best way to learn what Volvo Connect is all about is to
experience it for yourself. For more info, contact your dealer
or visit volvotrucks.com/volvoconnect

Volvo Truck Corporation
www.volvotrucks.com

